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1: Critical Success Factors - Leadership Training From www.enganchecubano.com
Abstract. This study aims to identify factors for success in creative incubators from a cultural entrepreneurship
perspective. In order to achieve this goal, a qualitative approach and the case study method were adopted.

Background Understanding, measuring and managing critical success factors, is increasingly important to
ensuring the survival and future prosperity of organizations, in these times of economic recession and
uncertainty. Most organizations know their success factors, however few organizations have: In these trying
times knowing your CSFs maybe the deciding factor in survival. If your organization has not completed a
thorough exercise to know its critical success factors CSFs performance management cannot possibly
function. Performance measurement, monitoring and reporting will be a random process creating an army of
measurers producing numerous numbing reports, full of measures which monitor progress in a direction very
remote from the strategic direction of the organization. Besides focusing on the relevant performance
measures, thus significantly reducing the number of performance measures used, knowing ones CSFs will
reduce the number of reports that are produced at the end of the month. The beauty of the method, like all
great methods, is that it is a simple methodical process, which can be run by in-house staff. In order to find our
CSFs we need to first know our success factors. Some relevant success factors for these turbulent times Set
out below are some relevant success factors for these turbulent times: Delivering in full, on time, all the time,
to our key customers. Prioritizing all activities that will collect cash quickly from major accounts. Finding
better ways to do the things we do everyday. Maintaining a safe, happy, and healthy workplace. Implementing
innovative ideas from staff quickly. Finishing what we start. Selling a greater share of our profitable products
to our key customers. Increasing repeat business from key customers. Encouraging our key customers to be
active advocates for our business. Increasing adaptability and flexibility of staff. Attracting quality staff to the
organization. Notice that these SFs are all relatively specific. If told these success factors, staff members
would understand what was expected of them. I believe all correctly worded SFs should be understandable to
a fourteen year old, I call it the 14 year-old test. You need to avoid wording SFs as broad statements whose
meaning is not clear to employees. In other words, such factors would fail the test of being able to be
understood by a year-old. Examples that are too broad to be a success factors include: Increased customer
satisfaction Maximizing the use of our most important resource: However, for a conglomerate the CSFs will
largely be industry specific e. Thus there would be a collection of CSFs in the conglomerate greater than the
suggested five to eight. There are a number of characteristics of critical success factors which are worth
dwelling on. Are worded so a year-old can understand them and run the company. Will be no surprise to
management and the board as they will have talked about them as success factors. Apply to more than one
balance scorecard perspectives e. Have a great influence on other success factors. Are focused in a precise area
rather than being the bland statements that strategic objectives often are. In my book, in articles and web casts
on www. This process was developed to incorporate better practice and facilitate a swift introduction â€” a 16
week time frame. Before implementing this critical success factor process, outlined in this paper, you would
need to be familiar with this work. You need to understand that I am talking about step 6 in a twelve step
process, or phase 2 in the 8 phase process for smaller organizations, under staff. For further explanation access
webcasts, available free of charge, see www. When you first investigate success factors, you may come up
with 30 or so issues that can be argued are critical for the continued health of the organization. The second
phase of thinning them down is the key to successful performance management, the alignment of daily
activities to strategy. To help organizations, around the world, find their five to eight critical success factors I
have developed a process with four key tasks. Determining the Already Identified Success Factors Review all
the strategic documents in your organization covering the last ten years. Then extract and develop SFs from
these documents. From this information you will be able to come up with a list of success factors. To ensure
you have covered all bases in your search for the existing success factors I have attached a checklist in
Appendix 1. The project team, should amend this checklist before use to suit the organization and desired
approach. Holding the critical success factors workshop Invite your oracles from around the company to a two
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day workshop. I have set out the suggested people in the agenda set out below in Exhibit 3. This agenda and
associated workshop instructions, success factor lists etc, see Appendix 2, are available electronically through
the purchase of my critical success white paper. Workgroups of up to seven people, from across different
functions, are informed about the new techniques. They are shown an example and then asked to tackle each
exercise. During the workshop material needs to be updated on the computer so lap tops are required. The
output of working out the success factors needs to be updated so the next workshop can commence. To help
you run this workshop in-house I have prepared detailed worksheets in the associated whitepaper. The
presentation will cover: If CSFs are not going to be discussed with employee representatives and conveyed to
staff, the benefits of knowing the CSFs will be adversely affected. If staff are told what is important they can
align their daily activities to maximize their contribution. Two day in-house CSF workshop Suggested
attendees: Both can be found on www. Appoint an event secretary to document agreements as they are
reached in the workshop. Organise a laptop and flip chart for workgroup, a data show projector, 2 white
boards, a data show screen and a lapel microphone for the presenter s.
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2: Critical success factors, theory of - IS Theory
Incubators do not guarantee success; however, evaluating potential clients on Critical Success Factors can minimize
failures once the firm joins an incubator. This research investigates the screening practices of incubators and identifies
unique groups of incubators.

CSFs, also known as Key Results Areas KRAs , are the essential areas of activity that must be performed well
if you are to achieve the mission, objectives or goals for your business or project. By identifying your Critical
Success Factors, you can create a common point of reference to help you direct and measure the success of
your business or project. And this helps people perform their own work in the right context and so pull
together towards the same overall aims. Ronald Daniel in the s. It was then built on and popularized a decade
later by John F. Inevitably, the CSF concept has evolved, and you may have seen it implemented in different
ways. Rockart defined CSFs as: They are the few key areas where things must go right for the business to
flourish. Whereas the mission and goals focus on the aims and what is to be achieved, Critical Success Factors
focus on the most important areas and get to the very heart of both what is to be achieved and how you will
achieve it. An Example CSFs are best understood by example. Consider a produce store "Farm Fresh
Produce", whose mission is: Expand product range to attract more customers. Have sufficient store space to
accommodate the range of products that customers want. In order to identify possible CSFs, we must examine
the mission and objectives and see which areas of the business need attention so that they can be achieved.
And this is certainly the case for Farm Fresh Produce. The first CSF that we identify from the candidate list is
"relationships with local suppliers. Another CSF is to attract new customers. Without new customers, the store
will be unable to expand to increase market share. A third CSF is financing for expansion. This helps your
CSFs have maximum impact, and so give good direction and prioritization to other elements of your business
or project strategy. Your mission, strategic goals and CSFs are intrinsically linked and each will be refined as
you develop them. Here are the summary steps that, used iteratively, will help you identify the CSFs for your
business or project: For each strategic goal, ask yourself "what area of business or project activity is essential
to achieve this goal? Industry â€” these factors result from specific industry characteristics. These are the
things that the organization must do to remain competitive. Environmental â€” these factors result from
macro-environmental influences on an organization. Things like the business climate, the economy,
competitors, and technological advancements are included in this category. Strategic â€” these factors result
from the specific competitive strategy chosen by the organization. The way in which the company chooses to
position themselves, market themselves, whether they are high volume low cost or low volume high-cost
producers, etc. Specific barriers, challenges, directions, and influences will determine these CSFs. Evaluate the
list of candidate CSFs to find the absolute essential elements for achieving success â€” these are your Criticial
Success Factors. As you identify and evaluate candidate CSFs, you may uncover some new strategic
objectives or more detailed objectives. So you may need to define your mission, objectives and CSFs
iteratively. Finding This Article Useful?
3: Business Incubators and its Effect on Success of Incubated Firms in Jordan
A critical success factor (often abbreviated "CSF") may sound complicated, but it's actually a pretty simple concept. A
CSF is a high-level goal that is critical for a business to meet.
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